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Aims of the talk 

 The importance of UTC 
 

 How UK policy on the future of UTC is decided 
 

 Why the UK opposes the proposal to end leap 
seconds 

 
 A UK perspective on the available solutions 



The importance of UTC 

 The international reference time scale 
 

 Underlies all disseminated time scales 
 GNSS, radio time signals, internet (NTP), 

radio stations 
 

 UTC is the basis of civil timekeeping world-
wide 
 Not possible for individual countries or 

regions to adopt another reference time 
scale 

 



Characteristics of UTC 

 A ‘compromise’ time scale: 
 Stability of atomic time TAI: SI second 
 Aligned with UT1 (Earth time) to within 1 s 
 

 Adjustment by 1 s steps since 1972 
 

 An international collaboration 
 Computed by the BIPM 
 More than 70 contributing 

timing centres 
 

Source: BIPM 



Proposals to end leap seconds 

 Idea first raised in public in 1999 
 

 

Source:  
GPS World 
Nov 1999 



Proposals to end leap seconds 

 Idea first raised in public in 1999 
 First formal proposal submitted to WP7A in 2004 
 Considered at ITU-R Radiocommunication Assembly  

meeting in Jan 2012 
 Only 2 options formally considered at RA-12: 
 End leap seconds in UTC while retaining the name 
 Keep the present system unchanged 

 No agreement 
 Call for a broader debate 

 
 



UK response to the proposal 

 2005: UK position decided at minister level 
 Based on evidence presented to WP7A, 

consultation with other government departments 
and agencies, and submissions from scientific 
institutions 

 2008: Policy reviewed by different minister 
 UK then alone in opposing the proposal 

 2011: Policy reconfirmed prior to RA-12 
 New minister following a change of government 
 Decision supported by ministers from all major 

departments 



Formulation of UK policy on the leap second 

2005 and 2008: 



Formulation of UK policy on the leap second 

2011: 



Reasons for the UK policy decision 

 Ending leap seconds considered the most significant 
change in civil timekeeping for centuries 
 Breaks link between civil time and the Earth 

 
 Lack of evidence for severe problems 
 Technical solutions should eliminate many problems 
 Leap seconds in use since 1972 

 Other less drastic options available 
 Eg. use TAI alongside UTC 

 Change of name seen as essential 
 



UK legal time 

 UK laws refer to Greenwich Mean Time GMT 
 UT1 is the modern form of GMT 
 UTC provides an adequate representation of ‘GMT’ 

 

 If leap seconds are ended, UK laws will have to be 
changed to refer explicitly to UTC (or TI?) 
 

 Procedure is not difficult 
 

 Some adverse media  
     comment likely 

 



Importance of GMT to UK 

 Loss of the name GMT not a major factor in UK 
government considerations 

 
 Example: UK government consultation in 2011 on 

moving UK to Central European Time 
 If adopted, no longer possible to refer to UK civil 

time as GMT 
 Debate focused on economic and social effects, 

not loss of GMT 



Importance of GMT to UK 



Consequences of ending leap seconds 

 Quadratic divergence 
    between UTC’ and UT1 

 
 One estimate: 
      1 minute in ~50 years 
      10 minutes in ~300 years 
      1 hour in ~900 years 

 
 Should be agreement on how this divergence can be 

corrected before leap seconds are ended 
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Source: Steve Allen, Lick Observatory, Univ. California  

10 min  



Options for correcting the divergence 

1. Bigger, less frequent steps in UTC’ 
 Eg. leap minutes, leap hours 
 Would provide the required corrections 
 Difficult and costly to implement 
 Bigger steps likely to create bigger problems 
 Does not provide an unstepped time scale 

 
2. Change civil time offsets from UTC’ rather than UTC’ 
 Similar to time zone change 
 No need for global consensus 
 Messy in long term 

 
 

 



Change in the ‘day’ if leap seconds ended 

 If leap seconds are ended, the ‘day’ is in effect redefined 
 

 Now: 
     The time taken by the Earth to turn once on its axis 

 

 If leap seconds are ended: 
     The duration of 86400 SI seconds 

 

 Contrary to public understanding of ‘time’ 
 UK to carry out a public consultation in 2014 

 

 Consequences: social, legal, religious, other? 



Alternatives to ending leap seconds 

 Disseminate an unstepped time scale alongside UTC  
 TAI is preferred but could be GPS time, or another 

unstepped time scale 
 Critical to distinguish between the two to avoid any 

risk of errors 
 Essential to retain UTC (with leap seconds) as the 

reference for global civil timekeeping 
 
 

 
 

Source: ESA 



Alternatives to ending leap seconds 

 Retain leap seconds but schedule further in advance 
 3 years achievable now 
 10 years desirable for some applications 
 Possible if UT1-UTC tolerance increased? 
 

 Leap seconds do have some advantages: 
 Sufficiently frequent that they cannot be ignored 
 Small enough that many users are unaffected 
 40 years of experience 



Change of name if leap seconds ended 

 UK strongly supports a new name for UTC if leap 
seconds are ended, eg. temps international, TI 

 
 Coordinated Universal Time no longer appropriate if 

UTC no longer linked to Universal Time 
 

 UTC without leap seconds would be fundamentally 
different to current UTC, identical in nature to TAI 

 

 Possible need for UTC with leap seconds to continue 
in some applications 



Summary 

 UK policy has been considered 3 times at 
government minister level  
 

 Proposed ending of leap seconds considered to be a 
radical change to civil timekeeping 
 

 Problems due to leap seconds considered to be 
relatively minor, with technical solutions 
 

 Change of name essential if leap seconds are ended 
 

 Need to broaden debate outside the technical 
community and internationally 
 UK to carry out a public consultation in 2014 
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